Final Survey Results Summary

based on 180 responses from Sopwell residents
out of 226 total responses

SURVEY RESULTS

FINAL REPORT SEPT 2019

Simple survey designed to assess satisfaction
with current facilities, needs, and what a
community centre would be used for
▪ Survey followed on from previous, more open-ended study
conducted in June 2018

▪ Survey opened in January and closed July 2019
▪ Majority of administration online
▪ https://cottonmillandsopwellhub.org/survey/
▪ Promoted on various community Facebook groups, whole area leaflet drop, and
through communications by local schools and faith groups
▪ A simple 10-question format, taking less than 3 minutes to complete

▪ Respondents were requested to state their postcode. Only
respondents with verified Sopwell postcodes were included in analysis

Key Messages
⚫

Our survey is representative of the ward by geography

⚫

Younger and older groups are under-represented. We conducted focus
groups to bridge this gap

⚫

The Sopwell community support a hub

⚫

Residents want a cafe, group & community activities, to host parties and
shop local

⚫

Key sections of the community with need are youth and older people

⚫

There is a need for an inclusive facility

Good distribution around the ward
High number of respondents live
close to the Marlborough Pavilion
site in regions 17B and E
Respondent by Region Within
Sopwell
N = 180
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Age of respondents
▪ Comparison of survey results and ward profile by age
▪ Younger and older groups are under-represented*
Sopwell Ward Profile: Age

Survey responses: Age
N = 176
(4 not stated)
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An overwhelming majority think there is a
need for a community centre in Sopwell
3. Do you think that Sopwell needs a community centre? (Somewhere that is open to everyone. A place to do activities,
socialise with friends and family, join in community events, attend classes and meetings, seek advice and support)

Don't know
2%

Yes
95%
Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

No
3%

N = 180

Majority want to use the café, join in a wide
range of group/community activities, host
parties and shop local
4. What affordable things to do would you or members of your household take part in, in a new community centre in Sopwell?
(Choose as many as you like. Write 'none' if you would not use a community centre)
Use the café
Hire rooms for private parties/social occasions
Sport/fitness activities
Shop for locally made or sourced goods
Outdoor community events 1
Arts/crafts activities
Indoor community events 2
Drama/dance/music activities
Practical activities 3
Other group activities 4
Youth club
Health support 5
Skills/training support
Hire meeting room space
Study
Other advice/support 6
Hire work space
Other
None

N = 180

Other can be classed as “Other outdoor activities” (e.g. playground,
skate park, dog walking)
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Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019 1: e.g. walks; football tournaments; cycling; fun days; 2: e.g. quizzes; bingo; bakes sales; children’s discos; 3: e.g. woodwork; repair; computer training; cookery; 4: e.g.
Cubs/Scouts; Girl Guiding; WI; lunch club; 5: e.g. stopping smoking; weight loss; healthy eating; 6: e.g. benefits; housing; debt

Other responses
Activities for which group?

Sense of Community

• Majority want activities for adults and
families*

• 31% felt there was a strong, or very strong,
sense of community in the area

When would you visit the centre?

• 29% felt it was ‘not strong’ or ‘not at all strong’

• Most popular: out of work/school hours

Satisfaction with current provision

• Half of respondents: during the week in the
daytime

• Two-thirds of respondents not satisfied with
facilities/activities available in Sopwell
(socialising, sports/fitness, other leisure,
meetings, advice/support/education)

What groups especially need facilities?
• Teenagers & children (identified by all age
groups), older people and ‘all’

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

* Young and elderly populations are under-represented in our survey

Let’s work together to achieve an
inclusive, sustainable hub in Sopwell
An inclusive space for
community projects and
meetings
We NEED a
community hub!
No real focal point for
community activity

Community centre - a proper
venue for playgroups/children's
parties/social and community
gatherings ie a Royal Wedding
Celebration. And a local cafe
would be great too
Source: CASH community survey 1, June 2018

A community building to house
groups for the whole community

We need a decent purpose built
facility for the whole community.
The Marlborough Pavilion is
dreadful

I think it would be great to have a
community hub with much more going
on. I think there’s real potential to help
older people who might be lonely,
mums/dads looking for a bit of adult
conversation, kids having somewhere fun
to go, self-employed people having some
space to work etc

APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL BREAKDOWN
OF KEY FINDINGS

The majority of respondents want activities for
adults and families
▪ Of course, we aim to ensure that the needs of minority groups are also represented
5. Which of the following types of activities would interest you or members of your household at a new community centre in Sopwell?
(Choose as many as you like. Write 'none' if you would not use a community centre)
Adults
Families
Primary school-aged children
Secondary school-aged children
Older people
People living alone
Babies/toddlers
Students/young adults
SEN/Disabilities
None
0%
Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019
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Although out of work/school hours are the most
popular visit times, half of respondents would visit
during the week in the daytime
6. When would you or members of your household visit a community centre in Sopwell?
(Choose as many as you like. Write 'none' if you would not use a community centre)
Weekend - Daytime

Weekend - Evening

During the week - Evening

During the week - Daytime

None
0%

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019
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Teenagers, children, older people and ‘for all’ are
identified as the main groups that especially need
facilities/activities provided for them in Sopwell
▪ This corroborates some of the findings from our previous survey - Teens and ‘Inclusive facilities for all’.
(Older people were under-represented in our 2018 survey sample)
7. Are there any sections of the community that you think we should especially provide facilities/activities for?
(e.g. of any particular age, gender, ethnicity, income/educational level, health/disability status, or any combination of these?
State as many as you like)
Teenagers
Children
Older people
For All
Parents with young babies and toddlers/New parents
SEND/Disabled
Lonely/Isolated
Families
Physical or mental health status
Disadvantaged (income/skills)
Ethnic minorities
Home educated children
Other 1

N = 180
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Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019 1: Vulnerable adults, young adults, older men, single parents, people working from home, women returning to work, new residents who don't know anyone, pub goers

Quotes

Are there any sections of the community that
you think we should especially provide
facilities/activities for?
Inclusive
▪ It takes a whole range of people to make a
community, therefore provide for all

▪ Activities in a neutral space run by welcoming
friendly people should be open to all and not to
cliques
▪ Keep it a neutral, welcoming, kind space with the
culture or views of one group not taking precedence
over another

Multigenerational
▪ It would be great to have some opportunities for
young and old to mix together, such as joint singing
sessions, lunch clubs and so on
▪ It would be nice to bring all ages together
▪ Families - low cost affordable activities which are
multi generational
▪ Drop-in space for families coming to and from
schools mixing with dog walkers and old age
pensioners - linked to the Alban Way as a feature of
the ring route

Quotes

Are there any sections of the community that
you think we should especially provide
facilities/activities for?
Youth

Older people

▪ There is the family centre for the younger children,
but not so much outside of that apart from school

▪ Older generation who struggle to get to town now
the buses have been reduced

▪ Teenagers /youth club. Somewhere they feel safe
and welcome

▪ Older members of the community, whether as a
'lunch club' or as one-off activities to appeal to them
- not yet me, but I'm getting there....

▪ Teenagers/young people in particular need space
to meet with friends away from the home
environment that doesn't cost much money
▪ Encourage young children/teens to focus on sports
or arts to stop from getting into anti social elements
▪ Young adults and teenagers to keep them
engaged, active and off the streets causing mischief
▪ I think Youth Clubs/ youth activities are perhaps the
most important thing but clubs or a place for
elderly/alone to meet is also very important

▪ Our elderly members who without help cannot get
to a social event
▪ All ages, particularly older people to help combat
loneliness in older age

Quotes

Are there any sections of the community that
you think we should especially provide
facilities/activities for?
Ethnicity/Faith
▪ No particular religious emphasis
▪ Bangladeshi Community don't seem to join in as
much as in other areas. Good opportunity to
encourage inclusion
▪ People with English as a second language
▪ Women unable to socialise outside their cultural
group
▪ Integration events for Asian community and East
European communities

Quotes

Are there any sections of the community that
you think we should especially provide
facilities/activities for?
Other
▪ The disabled, disadvantaged, people who are
elderly and/or live alone. These people often need
extra help
▪ People with disabilities or special needs
▪ Vulnerable people, especially those not-working,
who need emotional and practical support
▪ Home schooled children
▪ Isolated young mothers

▪ Working age adults who cannot attend day time
midweek activities
▪ Social club for local people
▪ People who want a drink and to socialise

We have a wide range of views on how
strong the sense of community is in Sopwell
▪ Encouragingly we have plenty of people who enjoy a strong sense of community
▪ We aim to increase this!
1. How strong do you think the Sense of Community is in Sopwell/Cottonmill?
Very strong
31%

Strong
Somewhere in the middle

36%

Not strong
29%

Not at all strong
N = 180
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Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019
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Overall, two-thirds of respondents are not
satisfied with facilities/activities available in
Sopwell
2. How satisfied are you with the facilities/activities available in Sopwell/Cottonmill (outside of work/school)?

Sport/fitness

Socialising

Other leisure/
recreation

Advice/support/
education

Meetings

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Inbetween
Not satisfied

76%

Not at all…

59%

60%
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64%

Don't know
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Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

Quotes

Let us know anything else you have to say
about a new community centre in the
Cottonmill/Sopwell area
Addressing need

Positive views

▪ There is a desperate need for some form of social
hub. We have no cafes, pubs or restaurants. We
have nowhere for young people to go in the
evenings or when its dark. The area is a cohesion of
mixed socio-economic backgrounds but with little
opportunity to mix aside from on street interactions.
Having a clean, welcoming and regularly open
venue would increase opportunities for community
engagement and bring the park into greater use too

▪I think it would be great and something we are really
missing. I just hope we can keep it fun, fresh and
interesting to keep a continued flow of people using
it

▪ St Albans has many opportunities for the wealthy
middle class families but we need normal families to
have access to affordable local entertainment and
activities that will bring the community together
▪ It is much needed to provide some sort of glue and
central point for residents

▪ There is lots of good will locally - but very few spaces
to meet, no cafe etc

▪ I think it would be supported by lots of people and
groups
▪ It would be great to have somewhere to go to
socialise with other people
▪ We are in such a great area this would only add to
making it such a great place to live
▪ Cottonmill needs a heart - let's hope SADC has the
heart to support CaSH

Quotes

Let us know anything else you have to say
about a new community centre in the
Cottonmill/Sopwell area
Concerns

Advice/Suggestions

▪ It is not a good location. The access to it is poor. The
King Offer site is a better option. It is central

▪Accessibility and good toilet facilities and some sort
of kitchen facilities need to be key

▪ At the moment the site intended is not off the Alban
Way which is the most commonly used recreation /
outdoor space, and has no presence on the street
so is greatly at risk of being a white elephant

▪Anything that is put in place should be subsidised for
residents. Especially fitness or educational classes

▪ Is there really a demand?
▪ How viable is a cafe as s private enterprise? What
happens when it goes bust?
▪ To minimise disturbance, please no noisy activities
late eventing/night

▪A decent activity park. Its a prime location that
needs very little cost or work in order to create a
great place for the whole community to utilise
▪ Needs to be multipurpose & have educational as
well as social remit - with strong governance, to
ensure that available to whole community
▪ Could also be used as GP Surgery
▪ Have a look at West Watford Community Centre.
Building provided by the Council means they run on
50k a year (2/3 of which is staff salaries for 3 PT staff).
Really interesting prog of events, activities and
learning opportunities led by the community

QUESTIONNAIRE

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

Source: CASH community survey 2, 2019

FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS

Teenagers
• Online focus group conducted on a purposely
created WhatsApp group 17th February 2019

• “We haven’t used the area for a long time due to
the last time we went my kids were picked on. Such
a shame because the space is amazing, and teens
need something. I think it needs monitoring and
good community feel.”
• Main Issues
• Recognised need at community and Local Authority level
• Very little for teenagers to do in St Albans, that is unstructured and a
safe environment, especially this side of the city
• Current site is seen as unsafe by parents and children. There are
currently issues with bullying, being picked on, bike theft down at the
site. This puts children off going there, including going to the current
Youth Club

• Key Success Factors
• Provision must be well researched, not just appealing to one section
(e.g. sports)
• Lighting and some sort of supervision would be key factors in this
provision being seen as a safe area to go

•

Activities
• Healthy, affordable food and drinks
• Work experience opportunities
• Tuition
• Teen-related activity classes
• DofE community help
• A gardening/allotment/growing club
• Events – discos? bike festivals?

• “I doubt any kids will go to a disco unless it’s organised by themselves tbh
but if that could be facilitated then I think it would be excellent.”

Teenagers
• Facilities
• The BMX track to stay (some wouldn’t want this to be paved over, but
to be kept muddy – any changes here would need clear
communication as to benefits).
• A big yes to cycle facilities, and kids would also love skateboard
facilities

“Skateboard facilities would be awesome, and the possibility of making
use of the skateboard coaches that teach at the Pioneer Club.”
“Skateboard ramps would be great, and also all weather table tennis
tables maybe. The mud tracks are amazing - they need to stay! Anything
that encourages them to be outside us good.”
• Pieces of equipment, such as table tennis table (outdoor would be
good), table football, punch bags (hooks in ceiling for gym equipment
like this) etc would be good
• Mixed views on organised computer gaming provision

• A mentor scheme could be investigated, we have an ex-social worker
interested in following up on this, she is in touch with people who run
community mentor schemes.
• There are plenty of non-sporty kids too. Would be good to provide
somewhere they can go and meet up with mates, get reasonably
priced snacks and drinks and to sit, chat, perhaps play board games
“I've got a 17 and a 21 year old. Neither are sporty and we found in the
past that a lot of the youth provision is very sports based, which put both of
them off.”
• Also, somewhere quiet to go and study. Currently, youths use the
library, but somewhere local would be much better. With free WiFi and
somewhere to plug in laptops
• Band rehearsal space also desired

• Further research:
• Youth Connexions

• Activities to get families/people from different ages together would be
good
“I know my son and his friends would love table tennis, pool and table
football. Would also be nice for parents to enjoy these things with their
kids too.”

• Advisors, happy to be contacted again:
• The Mentoring Lab: https://www.me-lab.co.uk/

Older people
• Online focus groups conducted on St Albans Past

and Present Facebook group, Hub Facebook page
and a purposely created WhatsApp group 22nd24th February 2019

• Key Success Factors
• TRUE accessibility and transport

• Good open space inside and no tight turns (e.g. for those pushing a
walker)
• Slopes not steps
• Step free entrance

• Hand rails
• Plenty of warmth
• Speaker system/hearing loop

• Facilities

• Soft furnishings (curtains, cushions) for noise

• Make the entrance from Cottonmill Lane more obvious and inviting
and feel safe, with maybe a bench en route.

“Older people are more likely to have hearing loss, so hard surfaces
could be softened.”

• Parking close by

• A quiet corner for those who don’t like loud noise/ music or big crowd

• Easily accessible for users (not just helpers)

“I think side rooms are important and often missed in venues. The elderly,
and others, can feel overwhelmed in groups (particularly if they have
problems with sensory issues) and need a break from the main centre of
activity.”

“Please don't make the mistake many make of relying on someone who
uses their legs to say what is & isn't accessible! Time and again, I'm told a
building is "accessible" but, because nobody in a wheelchair has tested
it, they don't even realise it isn't.”

• Chairs with higher seats and arms, easy to get out of

• Wide doorways with no small lips, or dips, that will jam wheels. Easy to
open doors

• Good, possibly adjustable, lighting. Helps with partial sight but also lip
reading

• If installing automatic doors make sure the disabled access push
button is easily accessible

• Toilet close to the main area of activity

• Good colour contrast between walls and doors is useful

Older people
• Transport
• A lot of people don't know about the taxi voucher scheme

• Passing on skills

• There are transport companies out there, but these are not without
logistical and financial issues.

• Repairing things

“To hire you have to have your own driver and escort to cover it for
insurance. We hire from Age Concern, but they have just put their prices
up. Which is causing us a problem.”
• Screening drivers is important and ensuring volunteers have support
themselves.

• Activities
“You can offer incredible clubs, etc, but they'll be useless if the building is
inaccessible.”
• Book borrowing/swap
“A book borrowing scheme or book swap would definitely get my dad in
the door, where bingo etc definitely wouldn't. It would be a fantastic 'local
library'. Getting elderly men in the door of places like this is very hard, but
that would be an instant draw. Then if you had, in the same room, cafe
facilities, maybe jigsaw puzzles, chess boards etc set out, there'd be a
natural reason to sit down and congregate.”

“Some sort of workshop where older people can pass on their skills for
fixing and repairing things to the younger people. The workshop would
give them a reason to go out and mix and it could save people money
on repairs.”
“We know that dad liked mending and fixing things so could a possible
idea be a mixture of a coffee morning combined with changing a plug
for someone or reattaching something broken? I know that mending
something and talking about old times made dad happy!”
• Historic Society
“How about an extension of Sandy’s work re. Sopwell and have a Historic
Society. I know when we lived in Park Street they had one!”

• Further research
• Age Concern Hall and Jubilee Centre for ideas/suggestions
• DRUM in North Watford is very good for all age groups
http://drum.btck.co.uk/
• Dementia Friends resources: https://www.dementiafriends.org.uk

Older people
• Advisors, happy to be contacted again:
• Jacquie Potts: Occupational therapist
• Nicky Payne: Dementia Club

nickyfpayne@yahoo.com

• Mel Wall: Dementia Club, Melwallstyle@gmail.com
• Fiona Harrall: fiona.harrall@homeinstead.co.uk Happy to advise on
creating a dementia friendly environment

SURVEY 1: JUNE 2018

ASSESSING CURRENT USAGE OF
COMMUNITY FACILITIES, SATISFACTION
AND NEEDS IN SOPWELL

SURVEY RESULTS

INTERIM REPORT 17 TH JUNE 2018

METHODOLOGY

SIMPLE SURVEY DESIGNED TO ASSESS
CURRENT PROVISION, SATISFACTION AND
NEEDS
▪ Survey opened on 7th May 2018
▪ Administration online and face-to-face
▪ Online on various community Facebook groups and through communications from
local schools (secondary school - Malborough Academy - has yet to participate)
▪ Face-to-face at various meet-and-greets around the area
▪ Participation from other community groups is also being sought (e.g. the Churches,
SCT)

▪ A simple 9-question format, taking less than 3 minutes to complete

DEMOGRAPHICS

THE SURVEY HAS 161
RESPONDENTS SO FAR
▪ 134 respondents state they are Sopwell Residents
▪ Further analysis is based on stated Sopwell Residents only
Resident of Sopwell Ward
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YOUTHS, YOUNG ADULTS, THE
ELDERLY AND MALES ARE CURRENTLY
UNDER-REPRESENTED
▪ We are focussing on gaining more responses in these groups
Age
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REVIEW OF CURRENT
PROVISION

OUTDOOR FACILITIES ARE WELL USED,
BUT THERE IS MUCH LESS USE OF THE
VARIOUS COMMUNITY BUILDINGS
▪ Over 75% of respondents enjoy our plentiful and beautiful green spaces
▪ Only around13% use facilities like the Malborough Pavilion, Dive club and
Scout hut
Use of Community Facilities (multiple responses allowed)
Green space
Play area
Church building
School hall/grounds
Shop café
Scout hut
Dive club
Malborough Pavilion

N = 134
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NEARLY HALF OF THOSE SURVEYED ARE
NOT SATISFIED WITH FACILITIES/ACTIVITIES
AVAILABLE IN SOPWELL
▪ Nearly half are not satisfied
▪ Only a small minority (7%) are satisfied

Satisfaction
Very satisfied
7%

Satisfied
Somewhere in the middle
Not satisfied
47%

Not at all satisfied

N = 134
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FRAGMENTED &
LIMITED PROVISION;
NO CENTRAL HUB

Community activities/spaces are very
disjointed, they are separate and run
activities at set times in different locations which means no community

▪ Provision exists in Sopwell, most of which
is viewed positively
▪ However, provision is fragmented and
limited
▪

No central hub

▪

Very little provision for youths

▪

Suitable provision is in high demand

▪

Other provision is viewed as unsuitable:
▪

Particularly in terms of inclusivity

▪

Malborough Pavilion and the play areas had the most
negative views

I There are a number of useful
spaces but they can be booked up
Lots of green space but no real focal point for
community activity

I Existing facilities good but sparse, and concerned at lack
of organised space for teens and pre-teens
I've used the sub-aqua club and the building off Cottonmill Lane.
Both look run down

YOUTHS ARE NOT
CATERED FOR
SUFFICIENTLY
▪ Additional provision for our youths is
highlighted frequently
▪ This is a need high on the agenda for
CASH

Some outdoor ‘play’ areas that are for teenagers
would be good. Don’t just focus on young children

I Lacking areas for teenagers

I have three children, one of whom is a
teenager. There is nothing for her to do.
Nowhere to socialise and then teenagers
get branded as trouble makers

THERE IS NO
INCLUSIVE FACILITY
IN SOPWELL
▪ We received several unprompted
comments about lack of inclusive
provision
▪

religion, disability, workers

▪ This is a need high on the agenda for
CASH
I No indoor community space apart from
churches, and I am not religious
I Mixing with the community - only ever
get a chance at church. Getting to know
fellow residents better especially the
Bangladeshi ladies who you don’t
generally get to talk to this

There are very few clubs run on this side of town
for children, none for disabled children
I I work full time and don’t have children. I finish
work at 8:30pm and these facilities are not
conducive for late evenings
I want to visit the St Julian’s café but I
work Thursdays

NEGATIVE VIEWS
OF MALBOROUGH
PAVILION
▪ The Malborough Pavilion received the
most number of negative comments for
an indoor facility

I Marlborough Club is unsafe for children in the dark. No
area lobby for safely signing them in/out, difficult to police
them leaving, no enclosed outdoor area, car park light
not working for months. Scout hut in great demand and
thus often not available, ditto church halls. St Peters
school more expensive and restrictive. We are desperate
for a venue for a children's club

I The Children’s Centre use the building off
Cottonmill Lane and the toilets were filthy

I We need a decent purpose built
facility for the whole community. The
Marlborough Pavilion is dreadful

PLAY AREAS ARE
WELL UTILISED, BUT
SOME COULD BE
IMPROVED
▪ Play areas in the ward faced criticism in
the survey
▪ A play area was frequently mentioned
as an additional need in Sopwell

The playgrounds could be improved

Go to a nice playground, sit or play or even walk
on grass without being afraid to be covered in dog
poo

The playgrounds are busy but not much in them

The playground by the railway tracks is in poor condition
and often has litter (including glass and broken eggs!)

We would absolutely love to use play areas more,
but the ones close to us are in a really bad state

SOME RESIDENTS
FEEL THAT SOPWELL
IS BEING NEGLECTED
▪ We want to work in partnership with the
Council to address this

I feel Sopwell has been neglected

I feel I live in a dead zone

I It doesn't seem like there is much attention paid to the
fact that there are lots of children. Great for dog owners,
running, walkers but not much in a community/family
sense. In the meantime we always get letters on all the
amazing things achieved......where does the money go ??

THERE IS A LACK OF
AWARENESS OF
WHAT IS CURRENTLY
ON OFFER
▪ There are a wide range of activities
available in the area, but provision is
fragmented
▪ The area could immediately benefit
from some sort of a centralised
information system e.g.
▪

Website/Social Media

▪

Info in newsletters/community notice boards

▪ This would require resources and
funding

Unaware of such sites

I The children’s centre is AMAZING but as far
as I know it’s the only facility for young
families in the area. We need more this

Nothing provided for children/teens

All the other facilities I have not heard of
or don't know a reason to use them

Central source of local
info/events needed

OTHERS SEE NO
NEED FOR
ADDITIONAL
FACILITIES
▪ For some, existing provision is deemed
sufficient
▪

One queries the need, given that the Malborough
Pavilion is underutilised

▪

Another believes additional needs can be met by making
better use of existing provision

The churches are well utilised for community
cafe, food bank, toy library etc. I personally
don't see the need for anywhere else

I think some lovely buildings are possibly
underutilised, e.g. the Marlborough
Pavilion. If there was need for a hub surely it
would have been used more often

I I feel there is a need to make more use of the facilities
and spaces we have, offering more for young people out
of school hours and other groups with specific needs - but
this is more about having community facilitators who
assess and address needs this

WHAT OUR COMMUNITY
WOULD LIKE

RESIDENTS WOULD LOVE A BETTER
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES IN SOPWELL
▪ A social hub is high up on the wish list to accommodate these
▪ The majority of requests are income generating for a community hub

What residents would like (spontaneous responses)
Activity groups/facilities
Venue for socialising
Café
Party/event hire
Meetings hire
Adult support/info
N = 134
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MORE ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUTHS IS HIGHEST ON THE AGENDA
▪ We have yet to have responses from children/parents from Malborough school
▪ The elderly, workers with no family, and home educated families are currently underrepresented in our sample

Activities/Facilities For..
Children
Youths
SEN/Disabled
Elderly
Other
Health & Fitness
Arts & Crafts

N = 134
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
MENTIONED
Children

Youths

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
MENTIONED
Health & Fitness

Arts & Crafts

SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES
MENTIONED
Other

LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE AN
INCLUSIVE, SUSTAINABLE HUB IN SOPWELL
An inclusive space for
community projects and
meetings
We NEED a
community hub!
No real focal point for
community activity

Community centre - a proper
venue for playgroups/children's
parties/social and community
gatherings ie a Royal Wedding
Celebration. And a local cafe
would be great too

A community building to house
groups for the whole community

We need a decent purpose built
facility for the whole community.
The Marlborough Pavilion is
dreadful

I think it would be great to have a
community hub with much more going
on. I think there’s real potential to help
older people who might be lonely,
mums/dads looking for a bit of adult
conversation, kids having somewhere fun
to go, self-employed people having some
space to work etc

